Abstract
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The C-B mode set is
which is then used to reduce the full-order component model.
MacNeal-Rubin Mode Set
In In the component-level augmentation approach, the k "kept" modes are first projected onto the components. We first write
where E#k is the eigenveetor matrix associated with an eigenvalue problem of (II), and 
where 
System Level Augmentation
The equation (9) may be decomposed into its kept and truncated parts:
z,,;i, + A,,¢,= c. uo.
The mode set cI,,t, which is truncated, will now be replaced by a smaller but statically equivalent mode set q'_a-To find _, consider the following Ritz transformation 6
where
Here retains important system modesat all system configurations is then determined from these reduced order system models. In the secondstage, the EP_:A model reduction method is employedto reduce further the order of the systemmodel generated in the first stage.
The merit of the COMPARE methodology is that system models (at various system configurations) assembledusing CMS-generatedcomponent models are smaller in size than the full-order system models. Hence, COMPARE alleviates the need to solve large-order 
